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General Description and Objectives
SIMOPT main focus:
SIMOPT [1] is a PC-based software for “Fast Time Simulation” for ship dynamics and was
developed to support the efficiency of
 tuning processes for estimating the parameters for the math models in ship handling
simulators in order to the best fit between the real ships manoeuvring characteristics
and the simulator ship model
 manual optimisation of manoeuvring parameter for specific manoeuvres e.g. for
emergency turns as Williamson, Scharnow or Single Turn.
The math model for ship motion simulation has the same complexity and ships dynamic
capabilities as the Advanced Nautical Simulator (ANS) Series [4], focusing on the most important
dynamic effects but using fast solvers for saving computation time. The advantage and
capabilities of this software are:
 The Math Model reveals same simulation results as ANS,
 It is remarkably faster than “ANS real time simulation” the ratio is up to 1/1000,
 The steering of simulator vessels is done by specific Manoeuvre-control settings /
commands which can be tailored for standard procedures and individual manoeuvres.
 All results can be efficiently displayed in table or graphic format immediately in SIMOPT
or can be exported to be compared with data from other sources (ship handling
simulator recordings or measurement data of manoeuvring trials with real ships using
SIMDAT software tool [2].
 ships tuned and optimised in SIMOPT can be imported in the ANS

SIMOPT main window:
The SIMOPT main window displays all relevant ships data and parameters of the math model
on the left panel (see Fig. 1).
These data are sorted in relevant groups and include:
 Ship’s main data
 Ship’s propulsion unit data (up to 4 propulsion units)
 Ship’s Hull coefficients
 Ship’s wind parameter
 Ship’s rudder data (up to 4 rudder)
 Ship’s thrusters data (up to 6 thrusters)
 Ship’s azimuth propulsion unit data (POD) (up to 4 PODs)
 Ship’s basic Seastate parameters (optional)
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Ship’s Export parameters (optional)
Special display of various elements (e.g. Stability)

Fig. 1 - SIMOPT main window

In the right panel the user can choose from a wide number of predefined manoeuvres like:
 Constant Speed and Acceleration
 Coastal Stop/ Crash Stop
 Turning Circle to starboard and port
 Kick-Turn to starboard and port
 Emergency Return Manoeuvre (Scharnow- and Williamson turn)
 Drift
 Zig-Zag Manoeuvre
 Trail Manoeuvres (based on measurement commands)
Apart from using the predefined manoeuvres the user can edit and/or define any manoeuvre
himself and store it to use with any ship.
For comparison to real measurements following environmental effects can be simulated:
 Different Wind directions and wind speed
 Different current directions and current speed
 Different Water depth
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Sample for Tuning of Parameters for a Simulator Ship
SIMOPT parallel ship simulation:
SIMOPT can be used to calculate simulations for up to 4 ships in parallel – an efficient way to
compare the manoeuvring behaviour after parameter changes.

SIMOPT parameter series calculations:
The objective of the parameter optimization or tuning process is to find suitable ship model
parameter files which can be used in the Ship Handling Simulator. In the same way it can be
used for tuning the SAMMON Dynamic Manoeuvring Predictor (DMP) and Manoeuvring Design
& Planning Tool to represent the real ships dynamic for effective manual steering on-board of
ships and training sessions in simulators [3]. The final goal is to achieve an Optimized Ship
Model-Parameter file which has to be applicable as ship model file for ship handling simulator
or for the DMP on the bridge of a real or simulator ship.
Simulations can be done either as single run or as simulation series for selection of up to three
parameter series to be simulated in parallel or sequential for:
 Simulation control parameters, e.g. Manoeuvre series for rudder, thrusters or engine
settings
 Ship Parameters (L, B, T, or others)
 Engine Parameters
 Rudder Parameters
 Hull / force parameter coefficients and
 Environmental data, e.g. wind direction, wind speed.
Usually the manual tuning of the hull parameters in the ANS is done separately e.g. with the
MMOCE Software in a time consuming process. SIMOPT offers a fast solution to define and run
series of parameter variations for up to three different parameters which are changing
automatically during the execution of the series.
One example is given to indicate the effect of tuning of hull parameters; here the variation of
the two hull parameters Yur and Yuv is given in Fig. 4.
Additionally to the different graphical presentation of Fig. 43 the simulation result parameter
displayed in Fig. 2 (e.g. a comparison of simulation series results for turning circle with respect
to Transfer, Advance, and Diameter) can be displayed as graphics as well. If a simulation series
result (e.g. Transfer) shall be compared over one parameter (e.g. Nur) a display like in Fig. 5 is
shown.

SIMOPT result display:
The results of the simulation can be viewed in different ways:
 Result table with relevant simulation results (see Fig. 2)
 Graphical display of track and simulation parameters versus time (see Fig. 4) in 2D
display format like in SIMDAT [2] – In the result graphics all the data of the different
simulation runs can be compared visually.
 Graphical 2D display of simulation results versus one specific parameter (see Fig. 5)
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Graphical 3D display of the dependency of a simulation result versus two associated
parameters (see Fig. 3)

Fig. 2 - SIMOPT display of series results in table format

Fig. 3 - SIMOPT presentation of results of parameter series simulation of two associated parameters
(Turning circle parameter Transfer versus hull parameter Yuv and Yur)
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Fig. 4 - SIMOPT display of results in graphic format – track + all available results over time

Fig. 5 - SIMOPT result of parameter series depending on one parameter: turning circle transfer versus hull
parameter Nur
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Final result comparison in SIMDAT:
The final result of the tuning process can be displayed in SIMDAT – this software offers a number
of tools to compare data of different types. Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 display the data of a measurement
(green) and of two simulations (blue & red). The displayed data include the track and the
parameter speed over ground. The blue curves indicate the status of first tuning approximation
and the red curves represent the final tuning. It should be mentioned that the track of the
simulator ship is already in very good coincidence with the real ships data, but for the speed
the coincidence can be improved by adjusting the hull parameters Xuv and Xur for better
coincidence with respect to the speed loss during turning.

Fig. 6 - SIMDAT comparison of track between measurement data (green) and two stages of parameter
tuning (blue – start of tuning and red – advanced step of tuning)
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Fig. 7 - SIMDAT comparison of parameter speed over ground between measurement data (green) and two
stages of parameter tuning (blue – start of tuning and red – advanced step of tuning)

Sample of a Manual Manoeuvre Optimisation
The objective of the manoeuvre optimisation process is to find suitable manoeuvring
procedures which can be used in the simulator or in reality with the real ships.
In the beginning there are standard files for manoeuvre control settings for the specific
manoeuvres. By means of the SIMOPT program the fast time simulation produces various
results of manoeuvres which are retrieved by SIMDAT and compared with Manoeuvre-Quality
Criteria. By changing the Manoeuvring-Parameters the manoeuvring performance can be
improved. The final goal is to achieve an Optimised Manoeuvre control setting for
demonstration, training & research in SHS. The biggest problem is that there are many options
possible and the effect of the changes of the parameters is not very clear; some changes may
even have effects which counteracts the results of the others. Therefore it is very important to
know about the parameters which have a clear impact on the manoeuvring characteristic.
Results have to be applicable as reference manoeuvre for training & assessment e.g. in SHS. An
example is given below to indicate the need and the effect of manoeuvring optimisation by
means of an Emergency Return Manoeuvre:
The STCW Code emphasises a thorough knowledge of and ability to apply the procedures of
search and rescue operations and to look for the optimal/fastest version of such manoeuvres.
The following extract is an example of an emergency return manoeuvre in Fig. 8 (left), well
known as the “Scharnow-Turn”
The main aim of this person over board manoeuvre is to return the vessel to the original track
by the shortest route and with minimum loss of time. In practice the vessel initially follows the
turning circle, and after shifting the rudder by a course change of about 240, finally turns to
counter rudder and amidships, the vessel then swings back to the opposite course at a certain
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measurable distance from the original track, respectively at a certain distance from the
reference manoeuvre. The problem is how to get the “Optimal reference manoeuvre” because
the heading change of 240 is an average only and can differ among ships between 225 up to
260° in the same way as for the Williamson Turn which can vary from 25° to 80° instead of the
standard average value of 60°.

Fig. 8 - Reference outline for the Scharnow–Turn (left) and Optimisation Series for different heading
changes 220°, 230°, 240°,250° and 260° for counter rudder (right)

Using the SIMOPT and the SIMDAT programs there is a way to come to the optimal result very
quickly; by simulating series of manoeuvres using standard „Scharnow-Turn“ manoeuvring
commands in automated simulation series: This method can be seen in Fig. 8 (right) where
several heading changes for initiating counter rudder were used as parameter to vary final
result of distance between the initial track and return track.
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System Requirements:
Minimum system requirements for installation and execution of the SIMOPT software
 PC with 1,7-GHz-Prozessor
 Operating Systems: Microsoft Windows 8.1 or Windows 10
 Required disk space for complete installation
300,0 MB
 CD-ROM-Drive (for installation procedure only) or USB drive
 Display - Minimum resolution of Full-HD 1920x1080 pixels
 Installed Web-Bowser to use the SIMOPT-Help program
 Adobe Acrobat Reader to read the SIMOPT-Manual.pdf
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